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1. Introduction 
 

VAM Global Management SA (hereafter “VAM GMC”) is a public limited liability company (société 
anonyme) incorporated and governed by the laws of the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg, having its 
registered office at Josy Welter House. 8-10, rue Genistre, L-1623 Luxembourg, registered with the 
Registre de Commerce et des Sociétés de Luxembourg under number B207.262. 
 
VAM GMC is currently licensed by the CSSF as a Management Company under the regime set out in 
Chapter 15 of the Law of December 17th, 2010 on undertakings for collective investment. 
Accordingly, VAM GMC is what is commonly known as a ‘UCITS management company’. 
  

1.1. Scope  
This Policy is the result of VAM GMC’s general and continuous striving to at all times act in the best 
interests of its clients. This Policy ensures that best execution is reached for all clients and that their 
orders are handled in a fair, just and timely manner. All principles in this Policy comply with the legal 
requirements of the relevant provisions on best execution and client order handling. 
 
VAM GMC is required to act in the best interest of a fund when: 

- Executing decisions to deal on behalf of the funds in the context of the management of 
their portfolios. 

- Placing orders to deal on behalf of the funds with other entities for execution, in the 
context of the management of their portfolios. 

 
The purpose of this document is to detail VAM GMC’s arrangements in relation to order execution, 
which will be applied to all funds it manages. 
 
VAM GMC does not execute orders itself, neither does it transmit orders for execution; all such 
activity is delegated to investment managers, who will determine how orders will be placed or 
executed. VAM GMC will ensure that the relevant investment managers have appropriate procedures 
to follow these principles. 
 
This policy outlines the duties placed on the appointed investment manager to ensure VAM GMC’s 
compliance with regulatory requirements (which incorporate the UCITS requirements) with respect 
to “Best execution”. 
 

1.2. Legal and regulatory framework 
 CSSF Regulation NO. 10-4 transposing Commission Directive 2010/43/EU of 1 July 2010 

implementing Directive 2009/65/EC of the European Parliament and of the council as 
regards organisational requirements, conflicts of interest, conduct of business, risk 
management and content of the agreement between a depositary and a management 
Company; 

 

 The CSSF Circular 18/698 of 23 August 2018 relating to the authorisation and organisation 
of investment fund managers incorporated under Luxembourg law and providing specific 
provisions on the fight against money laundering and terrorist financing applicable to 
investment fund managers and entities carrying out the activity of registrar agent. 
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2. Best execution factors and best execution criteria 
 
VAM GMC takes all reasonable steps to obtain the best possible result for the fund it manages, taking 
into account the following criteria: 

- The price; 
- The cost; 
- The speed; 
- The likelihood of execution and settlement; 
- The order size and nature and; 
- Any other consideration relevant to order execution. 

This obligation is known as the duty of “best execution”. 
 

In determining the relevant importance of each of the above factors, the investment manager will 
take into account the following best execution criteria: 

- The objectives, investment policy and risks specific to the fund, as indicated in the 
prospectus of the fund; 

- The characteristics of the order; 

- The characteristics of the financial instruments that are the subject of that order; 

- The characteristics of the execution venues to which the order can be directed. 

VAM GMC would generally expect price to be the most important execution factor for the majority of 
trades that are executed, however there will be trades where price is not the most important factor 
when executing a trade. 

The investment manager will either determine the ultimate execution venue/entity for a Fund’s 
order on the basis of the order execution factors as described above (giving specific instructions to 
the counterparty or the broker) or the Investment Manager will satisfy itself that the counterparty 
or broker has arrangements in place to enable the investment manager to comply with its obligations, 
VAM GMC’s obligations and ultimately, the Funds. 

 

The investment manager maintains a policy which identifies, for each class of instrument, the entities 
with which orders may be placed. Arrangements are only permissible when they are consistent with 
the obligations detailed in this policy. 

 

The Investment Manager will assess which venues are likely to provide the best possible result for 
the Funds on an order-by-order basis. 

 

The Investment Manager shall: 

- ensure orders executed for a Fund are promptly and accurately recorded and allocated; 

- ensure orders are executed sequentially unless prevailing market conditions make this 
impracticable or the interests of the Fund require otherwise; 

- ensure financial instruments/ sums of money received in settlement of the executed 
orders shall be promptly and correctly delivered to the appropriate account (where they 
are responsible for overseeing or arranging settlement of an executed order); 

- ensure that there will not be a misuse of information relating to pending orders and take 
all reasonable steps to prevent the misuse of information. 
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3. Monitoring and review 
 
The investment manager will monitor, on a regular basis, the effectiveness of the Policy in order to 
identify and correct any deficiencies including allocation of trading orders and whether the quality 
of the execution venues/entities included in the order execution policy provide for the best possible 
result for the fund or whether changes are required to the execution arrangements. 

VAM GMC monitors its delegates to ensure that this Policy is adopted by them. The investment 
manager shall be able to demonstrate to VAM GMC that the orders executed on behalf of the funds 
have been carried out in line with this Best Execution Policy. 

This Policy will be reviewed on an annual basis and whenever a material change occurs that affects 
VAM GMC’s ability to continue to obtain the best possible result for the execution and handling of 
orders on a consistent basis. 

4. Shareholder / information 
 
The Policy is made available on the website of VAM GMC and any material changes to the order 
execution arrangements or order execution policy will be made available to shareholders in the same 
manner. 

5. Effective date 
This Policy has been approved on 21. November 2022 by the Board of Directors of VAM GMC. 

VAM GMC reserves the right to amend this Policy from time to time if circumstances (e.g. changes to 
legislation and regulations or progressive insight) make this necessary. 

 

 


